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Octopuses, snakes, and beetles cannot hear, far less appreciate,music. Hearing is primarily the

preserve of vertebrates, and the appreciation ofmusic is almost exclusively restricted to human

beings. Even formonkeysmusical entertainment gives only a limited enhancement of pleasure.

While birds do sing in the generally accepted sense of theword, likemost vertebrates they, too,

have no concept ofmusic as they simply cannot process the patterns that underlie and organize

its sounds.1 The American music scholar, science journalist, pianist, and composer Robert

Jourdain has said that hearing “was forged through hundreds of millions of years of natural

selection as countless lineages perished fromdetecting a predator too late, finding nomate, or

overlooking ameal hidden nearby. Hearingwas a late bloomer, following upon already well-

developed vision and touch and taste and smell. Yet we take for granted the experience our ears

provide. For us, sound is self-evident, complete, inevitable.”2

To renew our awareness and consciousness of sound and of the experience and supreme

importance of hearing inwhat Jourdain calls “an age of widespreadmusical obesity,”3 the two

Canadian artists Janet Cardiff andGeorge BuresMiller have beenworking formore than fifteen

years in a quite singular waywith noises, sounds, andmusic in order to reveal undiscovered or

long forgotten worlds. Jourdain, the author of the book Music, the Brain and Ecstasy first pub-

lished in 1997, will accompany us in our attempt to capture and understand theseworlds with

greater precision; hewill be our guide to thewonders of hearing andmusic appreciation. Upon

closer inspection, hearing reveals itself as a phenomenon that deals withmovement through

space, the resistance of bodies, and the transformation of energy: “vibrating air to trembling

membrane to oscillating bone to pulsating fluid to surging electrochemical discharges that

spurt like fountains toward an expectant brain.”4

These “fireworks” for the tympanicmembrane and the cerebral cortex are ubiquitous in the

workof Cardiff andMiller. Thebreadthof themusicalmaterial theyuse is impressive. It embraces

over four centuries ofmusic history, ranging from anew recording of a Renaissance choral work

by Thomas Tallis in The Forty-Part Motet (2001), to Giacomo Puccini’s “Omio bambino caro”
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heard in a structure specially constructed for it in Playhouse (1997), to the opera arias by Enrico

Caruso and others used in Opera For a Small Room (2005), all the way up to Judy Garland’s

“SomewhereOver the Rainbow” in the room installation The Dark Pool (1995) and the perform-

ance of David Bowie’s “Rock’n’Roll Suicide” in the sound and film installation The Berlin Files

(2003). This is not tomention themany pieces ofmusic from film that Cardiff has employed for

the audio walks she has beenmaking since 1991, like the soundtrack of the film Fahrenheit 451

used inMünster Walk I (1997). Beyond integrating samples of preexisting pieces ofmusic, the two

artists also commission compositions specially for their works,5 have new concert recordings

made,6and even compose, sing, and play instruments themselves.7

Although theworks in question are generallymultimedia, the human voice and themusic

accompanying it, as well as a conceptual focus on the sense of hearing, are always central. The

Venetian Renaissance painter Vittore Carpaccio expressed the same interests in a distilled form

in his painting of The Vision of St. Augustine produced shortly after 1500 [fig. 1]. In the image,

themaster and his dog are all ears, frozen in the spell of the vision—one that is heard, however,

rather than seen. Augustine’s gaze is directed inwards; he is listening enthralled to the voice

of St. Jerome, who, according to legend, informed Augustine of his imminent death and his

ascent to heaven in the verymoment that Augustinewaswriting him a letter.8 One of the hands

of the listening saint hovers above the desk, arrested in the act of writing, while only the finger-

tips of the other touch the table top, as if electrified by the “acoustic vision.” All his senses seem

stretched to the limit, intent on perceiving the unheard.

However, Carpaccio’s Augustine by nomeans lends his ears to supernatural voices alone.

This is evident in the painting through the prominent presence of earthlymusic, albeit spiritual

in nature, in the formofmusical scores spread out in the foreground of the lavish study.9While

the voice of the far-off Jerome obviously reaches the dog just as it does Augustine, themusic

belongs entirely to the earthly world of the Renaissance scholar and humanist portrayed in

the painting. The piles of volumes at his feet displaying legible musical scores reveal them-

selves to be complex polyphonic compositions involvingmultiple tenor and bass parts.

This strikingpaintingbyCarpaccio visualizes the recognition that the appreciation ofmusic

—one of the most sophisticated levels of hearing—is the preserve of homo sapiens. As Jourdain

explains: “One reasonwe hearmusic when animals don’t is that our brains are able tomanipu-

late patterns of sound farmore complex than those the brain of any other animal canmanage....

You’ll never see a goldfish twitching in time to a waltz, because it is not a waltz’s notes, but

rather relations between those notes, thatmake a bodywant to dance. It’s these relations ... that

aremusic, not the atmospheric vibrations that jiggle out ofmusical instruments. The vibrating

molecules that conveymusic from an orchestra to our ears don’t ‘contain’ sensation, only pat-

terns.When a brain is able tomodel a pattern,meaningful sensation arises.When a brain isn’t

up to the job, nothing occurs, and an animal’s experience of the world is thatmuch less than

our own.”10

A drawing by Sigmund Freud is extremely illuminatingwith regard to the special process-

ing capacity of the humanbrain as it brings the structure of the brain into congruencewith the
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neurologist’smodel of the psychic apparatus [fig. 2]. Looking

at the scientific sketch, the philosopher Günter Schulte com-

ments: “The extent towhichFreud tookaccountof the anatomy

of the brain in visualizing its mental apparatus is shown by

the auditory lobe (Hörkappe) sitting at a slant in his drawing on

the left side, corresponding to the acousticWernicke’s center.

...for him, amore precise pinpointing ofmental processes was

not possible.” 11 All the same, Freud was aware of the great

importance of the brain’s center ofmemory and understand-

ing to the overall experience of sonic sensory impressions,

particularly speech andmusic, even if its relationship to the

“ego” and the “id”—to consciousness and the unconscious—remained unexplained at the time.

Cardiff, in contrast, firmly believes that “sound does come into your unconsciousmore directly

than visual information.”12

This is the reason why she andMiller work so successfully in their synesthetic fusions of

film, theater, radio plays, sound, and room installations, andwhy theirmultimedia hybrids can

generate atmospheres rich with subtle nuance. They deliberately work with psychoacoustic

knowledge on the threshold between external awareness and internal streamof consciousness.

Despite the often highly visual nature of the worlds these artists create, these worlds actually

originate first in the heads of the visitors through exposure to carefully created auditory experi-

ences which, to some extent, penetratemore deeply into the body andmind thanmere images

can. A brief glance at the historical, evolutionary origins of the sense of hearing helps demon-

strate why this is true.

threaten ing ba s s tone s

“Manymammals emphasize a range an octave higher—perfect for sensing a predator brushing

against tall grass. Bats have minuscule ossicles that magnify the ultrahigh frequencies they

broadcast to make their way around in the dark. Kangaroo rats take the opposite track with

ossicles so large that each middle ear chamber is as big as the rat’s entire brain, boosting the

subtle bass tones of an owl’s wing beats or a snake’s slithers.”13

One of the origins of the development of hearing lies in its supreme importance as an early-

warning system against life-threatening predators. It is the traces of this early function that are

still unconsciously present in humanbeings (today generally subordinated by the perception of

speech andmusic)which are the source ofmuchof the contents and appeal of the auditoryworks

Cardiff andMiller create. As Cardiff has said, “I think that the element that resonates with the

detective/filmnoir/science fiction genres inmy pieces partially comes out of themedium that

I use. Soundhas an ability to scare you, its invisible ghostly presence is connected to our primal

fears. The impressionof a footstepbehindyouor a cracking twig canmake you jump immediately

without thinking. By their very nature, the sounds that I use create the content of the pieces.”14

[2] Sigmund Freud,
The Apparatus of the Soul, 1923

Overleaf: [1] Vittore Carpaccio (ca. 1460–1526),The Vision of St. Augustine (St. Augustine in His Study), 1502–04,

oil on canvas, 141 x 210 cm, Scuola di San Giorgio degli Schiavoni, Venice
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On theway humanhearing is used today, Jourdain observes that “almost all of our auditory

experience is devoted to identifying things: a faucet dripping, a spoken word, a clarinet’s

warble.... But evolution’s priority was to find out where sounds come from rather than what

they are. There’s not a lot of point in distinguishing the sound of prey or predator when you

can’t tell which way to approach or flee.” 15 Cardiff andMiller exploit this “directional hear-

ing”—evolutionarily speaking, the earliest function of the sense of hearing—in many ways.

Going beyond dramatic or psychoacoustic effects, a virtually physical, experiential space can

come into being exclusively through the use of directional noises and sounds. As Cardiff

explains, “in our work we use that evolutionary ability to define location to create a physical

narrative but also to create a sculptural space, to try to make the virtual into physical space,

especially in the cinema pieces and the binaural walks.” 16

the mechan ic s of hear ing

“The ear is quite ... remarkably sensitive, but from pinna to receptor cell the entire process is

necessarilymechanical, for sound is themechanical bumping ofmolecules together. Thismeans

amechanical device is needed to convert vibrations to nerve impulses.”17

Miller’s work Imbalance.6 (Jump) (1998) captures both the physical reality of sound and its per-

ception. A television showing feet jumping ismade towobble, turn, and swing to and fro using

a pneumatic mechanical device to provoke the same vibrations that the feet wouldmake. In

Imbalance.6 (Jump), themechanics of hearing (the oscillationswhichmake hearing possible) and

the very beginnings of hearing (the bass notes of a vibration caused by themovement of bodies)

are placedbefore our eyes andprojected at our ears. Imbalance.6 (Jump) reveals itself to be an exem-

plary andelementary experience of sound throughmovement. If itwere completely realistic, and

thusbasedon the actual floor, evendeaf peoplewouldbe able toperceive the vibrationswithout

any problem, as they would receive and feel them via their bodies rather than their ears.18

On the question of the connection between body and feeling, Schulte has noted that “feel-

ings, in accordancewith theword ‘feel,’ are related to the sense of touch, [and] therefore to the

mechanical relationship of the body to its surroundings through propulsion and resistance.

Our expression responds to impressions.” 19 In a way, the mechanics of hearing are directly

linked towhat Schulte calls the “mechanics of the emotions,”20 emotions which are similarly

generated by physical experiences and their impact upon the brain. InCardiff ’s notes on Music,

the Brain and Ecstasy, she specifically states the importance of physical sound as a catalyst of

emotions: “Sound is all a part of the body, it invades the body with sound waves physically

hitting us. I think this is one reason that it can effect us so profoundly.” 21

the in strument of in strument s

“The vocal cords produce a strong fundamental and an evenly graded series of harmonics, but

the sound is nothing like a human voice. For that you need the resonating chambers formed by

the throat, mouth, and nasal passages. Whatmakes the human voice themost versatile of all

instruments ... is that its resonances can be continuously altered bymovements of the larynx,

jaw, tongue, and lips.”22

In The Forty-Part Motet (2001) the “instrument” of the voice rings out simultaneously from eight

choirs, each comprised of fivemale or female singers, in a polyphony unique to the history of

music—a veritable apotheosis of the human voice. The choral work entitled Spem in Alium that

forms the basis of the sound installationwas composed by the English Renaissance composer

Thomas Tallis (1505–85) in 1573, but never before has it been possible to experience its incredi-

ble vocal diversity in any recording of thework. Experts surmise that even the composer himself

wouldnot have been able to hear all the details in their subtlety; this richlymulti-layeredmusic

hadbeendevelopedwithin hismind.

Cardiff ’s The Forty-Part Motet, however, radically changed this through its unique acoustic

installation. She had the forty voices in the composition recorded separately, and thenprojected

each of themwith their own, individual loudspeakers set up in awide oval in groups of five and

placed at the height of a human head. Suddenly, one could hear not only the busy hum, the

chatter back and forth, and the vocalwarm-ups of the individual singers before the concert, but

when the voices began to sing in unison, the impressive antiphony of the forty voices could be

experienced from within. Walking up and down between the rows of “singers,” visitors can

inspect each individual voice, lending their ear to the tenor voices onemoment, and then to the

baritones or to the basses the next. This experience of choral sound is singular indeed. Unlike

with a stereo recording or the traditionally frontal performance of a choir, Cardiff allows us

to plunge into the sound spaceof themusic; she renders itsmusical structures apparent, yetwith-

out depriving themof theirmagical power. The over four-hundred-year-oldmusic becomes an

overwhelmingphysical andmental experiencewhen the combined soundwaves of all the singing

voicesmeet our ears. In the installation, everymodulation of the individual voices, every subtle

shift in the chorus, and every one of the composition’s echo effects is simultaneously perceptible.

Cardiff ’sTheForty-PartMotet thus offers an extraordinary exploration ofmusical psychoacoustics

by catalyzing the visitor’s awareness of both sonicnuance andmusical depthof field.

caruso in the log cab in

“Edison had done formusic what Gutenberg had done for words by creatingmass audiences

for musical ideas. His inventionwould completely alter our relationshipwithmusic.With the

recording of sounds, and later the broadcasting of sound through the air even to astronauts on

the moon, music took on all the characteristics of mass affluence. Before, concertgoers were

slaves to the conductor’s tastes, hoping to hear a favorite composition once in twenty years....

Now anyone could ownmusic and indulge in a cherished piece over and over again.”23

Thomas Edison created the first sound recording in historywith his “talkingmachine” in 1877.

Ten years later, wax was used for the first time to record the traces of sound using the phono-

graph andmake themmore enduring. In 1897 the gramophonewas finally invented, and,with it,

the record as an independentbearer of sound. Speech andmusic thusbecame reproducible in any

f i reworks for the tympanum and the cerebra l cortex
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place and at any time. This reproducibility is one

of the fundamentals of Cardiff andMiller’s work,

and given that until recently—little more than a

century ago—mankindwaswithout sound-record-

ing technology, it should not be taken for granted.

Our easy access to the music that we enjoy today

makes it difficult to appreciate the quantum leap

in acoustic perception that the ability to record

sound had caused. Once recordingswere possible,

music could ring out in themost remote regions of the world and at any time of day or night,

and exert its frequently hypnotic effect on human beings and animals without the aid of live

musicians or instruments [fig. 3 ].24

One of the people for whom music’s availability on records seems to have generated a

particularly powerful fascination was Royal Dennehy. Cardiff andMiller foundmore than a

hundred opera records inscribedwithhis name in a secondhand shop in rural Canada, and these

became the starting point for and the nucleus of Opera for a Small Room (2005), their work on the

opera of a life: “We [were] interested in the extreme cultural juxtaposition between opera and

the small western town inwhich R. Dennehy lived.What did he think aboutwhile listening to

these records, recorded in cities halfway around the world?” 25 In the installation, almost two

thousand records are piled up in amodest log cabin that also contains a chandelier and a lamp

made from a tin can. The cracked voice of an oldman rasps out from an antiquatedmegaphone.

As he begins his story, themusic starts up. Twenty-four old-fashioned loudspeakers project the

soundof eight record players, which are occasionally playing together as if in concert.26 Opera for

a Small Room has structural parallelswith the early operas of around 1600 in being a “melting pot

ofmusical ideas,”27 weaving together everything from arias by Caruso to folk and rockmusic.

The installation exemplifies the potential ofmusic to generate or reinforce the entire gamut of

human emotional states, from cripplingmelancholy to electrifying vitality. At the same time,

the installation is an extremely lively, almost hypnotizing reminiscence of the long since

vanished age of vinyl with its characteristic pops and crackles, a timewhen records represented

the technical avant-garde of sound recording and, as such, found immediate acceptance in the

world of human science.

As early as 1880, only three years after its invention, the phonographbecame a contemporary

metaphor for humanmemory. The French psychologist and philosopher Jean-Marie Guyau

resolved “to regard the human brain as a continually perfected phonograph,”28 just as human

memory had earlier been compared to a tablet of wax, a book, a printing press, a theater, a

mechanical piano, and a photograph, and just as it would later be compared to film, television

and radio technology, and, ultimately, themodern computer [fig. 4 ].29

* * *
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[3] HisMaster’s Voice, trademark of the
Gramophone Company, 1899

[4 ]What happens in our Head, when we see a Car and Say “Car ,” graph. Ex:Fritz Kahn,Das Leben des Menschen, 1939.
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the hyperrea l i t y of sound

“Where lies sound’s advantage? Surely in the fact that soundunfolds across time, that itmoves.”30

At first only a cut-out of white light can be seen, accompanied by the whirring fan of a slide

projector. Then photographs of a woman’s face appear, passing from slide to slide with the

clacking noise of the projectormechanism, until one of the pictures begins tomove, thereby

creating a second reality. The past-tense nature of the slide is transformed into a cinematic

present when the still image becomes the film. To a large extent, this presence is achieved

acoustically bymeans of loudspeakers placed all around thewalls of the specially constructed

projection room. As Cardiff explains, “the twelve-sided room for The Berlin Files is completely

covered in a sound deadeningmaterial so that the spatial quality of the sound can be felt…”; in

this way, “the train can be heard crossing the room from right to left and… you can feel it physi-

cally in the space.”31The three-dimensional soundheightens the film’s presence to the level of

hyperreality. Barking dogs, thewhumping of helicopter rotors, the staccato of women’s shoes

in an underpass, and the subtle whirring of a bicycle dynamo on a street wet with rain all form

part of the soundtrack of The Berlin Files that drives the “action” forward in a constantmove-

ment fromone sequence to the next, quite frequently without the visual anchor of an image.

The noises, sounds, andmusic of the soundtrack generate the special appeal of this curious

cross between film noir, experimental film, and love story. We follow the sounds of a piano

through an apartment in an old building to the hands of the obviously endangeredmanplaying

it.32 We thendive down into the dark through a ventilation grate, drawnby the unaccompanied

singing of a female voice—Cardiff ’s own33—to find ourselves unexpectedly in a below-ground

barwhere aman is enthusiastically singing “Rock’n’Roll Suicide” in a loose imitation of David

Bowie. The thirteen-minute film loopwas inspired by Julio Cortázar’s continuous literary loop

entitled Continuity of Parks, and it constantly reveals new relationships between its sounds and

its images. The boundaries between the virtuality of the film and the reality of the visitor are

blurred in particular by the physical experience of sound.What Cardiff had already explored in

her audiowalks continues to be important: “I want people to be inside the filmic experience…. I

want the pieces to be disconcerting in several ways, so that the audience can’t just forget about

their bodies for the duration of their involvement likewe do in a film.”34 The surround sound

emanating from the loudspeakers distributed around the room, together with the suggestive

power of the pictures, gives rise to an extraordinary artistic place in which we are invited to

immerse ourselves in a fictive hyperreality, and yet to become conscious of audiovisual percep-

tion at the same time. Cardiff herself perceives this sound/film work as being part of a long

tradition: “I think contemporary cinema is one stage of a long journey in which people have

been attempting to create virtual worlds. I guess it started with cave drawings and continued

through linear perspective in Renaissance paintings, then into photography and film. I think

my video walks and installation pieces are a continuation of this obsession.” 35

* * *

the arnolf in i e f fect

“Perhapswhatmusicneedsnow isnot somuchanotherBeethoven as an IsaacNewton…whocan

systematically describemusic’s deepest relations andmake themanalytically approachable.”36

In 1434 Jan van Eyck painted The Arnolfini Portrait depicting the Genoese merchant Giovanni

Arnolfini, who was staying in the Netherlands at the time, and his wife, Jeanne de Chenany

[fig. 5 ]. Looking at the work, the renowned art historian Ernst Gombrich marveled how “a

small, simple corner of realitywas suddenly captured in a picture as if by the power ofmagic.We

could now see everything there, the rug and thewooden slippers, the rosary on thewall and the

little brush hanging on the bedstead, the fruit on the windowsill, and the bull’s-eye panes

in the window. We can virtually visit the Arnolfinis in their home.” 37 The painting filled

Gombrichwith the same enthusiasm that can be sensed today in a different way among those

who experience Cardiff andMiller’s exhibitions and installations. If, as Gombrich suggests,

Van Eyck’s paintingwas the first in history tomake the artist, and hence the viewer, a true “wit-

ness” to an event,38 then the two Canadian artists similarly transform their visitors into both

visual and auralwitnesses. Beauty is not of primary importance to this transformation, but rather

reality in all its complexity. Van Eyck’s love of detail, his penetrating observation of nature, and

hismeticulous craftsmanship all serve to create the illusionof reality, and all of these characteris-

tics are equally present inmoremodern forms in thework of Cardiff andMiller. Also, just as the

Flemish artistmade a considerable contribution to the development of oil painting throughhis

experimentswithmaterials and techniques, soCardiff andMiller haveblazed a trail in the field of

narrative aural art through the introduction of advanced recording techniques. Like Van Eyck,

Cardiff andMiller are interested induplicating reality, in conquering or enhancing it by honing

and sharpening our perception of the world around us though themedium of art.

However, the affinity between thework of these very different artists does not endhere. Van

Eyck’s painting is rendered extraordinary by the artfully depicted convexmirror hanging in the

background, which reflects thewhole scene in rich detail frombehind. In themirror, between

the backs of Arnolfini and his wife, the painter and another onlooker appear, figures under-

stood to be standing in front of the scene portrayed in the picture. A second pictorial space thus

opens up in thework, onewhich is not traditionally included in painting, and thereby discloses

a newdimension of perceptionwithin themediumbymaking itmultifocal.39 In fact, this is the

aspect of the painting that has fascinated Cardiff andMiller themost: “A topic of interest to us

is the painting of the Arnolfini wedding and the space of themirror. In ways I think that our

work is about entering into dimensions such as this.”40 It is a question of extending our realms

of experience and reflecting them, of creating amultiplicity of worlds through themediumof

art. Cardiff has remarked, “I’ve always loved to escape, whether it was throughwalks, books,

films, or dreams, and it’s only now that I realizewhat I’ve been doing this past decade. I’ve been

creating portholes intomy otherworlds.”41

Thememory-filled, acoustic landscapes she andMiller create have taken the form of the

abandoned laboratory clutteredwithmemory aids and transmittingmedia like books,mega-

f i reworks for the tympanum and the cerebra l cortex
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phones, and telephone-strings in The Dark Pool (1995); the puzzling experience of an opera

house for one visitor and a thousandguests in Playhouse (1997); the visualizationof themechanics

of hearing via a videomonitor set intomotion in Imbalance.6 (Jump) (1998); the spatially expanded

chorus of The Forty-Part Motet (2001); the surrealmoviegoing experience in The Paradise Institute

(2001); the three-dimensionally audible film reality in The Berlin Files (2003); the telephone con-

versation about time and space in Telephone /Time (2004); the slide show of faded holiday slides

with a voice-over commentary in Road Trip (2004); themusical epic evoking the dyingworld of

vinyl records inOpera For a Small Room (2005); and the strange and threatening Killing Machine

(2007) with its robot arms. All of these works entice us into other worlds by means of their

completely unique “Arnolfini effect,” and despite their sometimes powerful visuality, they all

focus in particular on our sense of hearing. By electrifying and provoking both the tympanum

and the cerebral cortex, Cardiff andMiller’s works take their visitors on intensive sensory jour-

neys,much like a cultural history of the perception of sound and ofmedia-recordedmemory,

largely by means of their own unmistakable voices. Their soundtracks are ultimately the

anchors that ground the worlds Cardiff and Miller create through their work—they are the

artists’ most important instrument and the fulcrum of their art.
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